
 EARC 6-40 END FED MATCH BOX   

Introduction 
 
The EARC 6-40 End Fed Match Box came about from a project to build an effective, simple, 
and low cost HF antenna that is portable, easy to set up, and that would provide a way for those 
new to HF to get on the air.  
 
The end fed design is easier than many others to put up because of its simplicity. At minimum, 
only one end of a wire needs to be elevated and supported.  It works in a variety of 
configurations from horizontal to vertical, or as a sloper. The problem of an end fed antenna is 
high impedance.  A trifilar wound,  9:1 UNUN (unbalance to unbalance) toroid matching 
transformer was found to work to lower the high input impedance of an end fed antenna.  For 
most of the HF radio bands the UNUN works to lower impedance into a range where most 
antenna tuners can tune to match the 50 ohm transceiver impedance.  Finally, the UNUN 
design works by using the shield of the feedline coax as the antenna counterpoise, eliminating 
the need for a grounding system or additional counterpoise.   
 
The project building document, list of materials, detailed antenna construction notes,  
performance comments by users, and ordering information,etc, is found online at 
http://www.earchi.org/92011endfedfiles/Endfed6_40.pdf 
 
Included with the EARC 6-40 Matchbox Package 

1. Matchbox with stainless steel hardware and wingnuts 
2. 30’ antenna wire with ring lug ( note: wire may be cut slightly longer than 30’) 
3. Information sheet. 

 
Hook Up 

1. Place the antenna wire in 
the desired location. 

2. Attach the antenna wire to 
the top wingnut lug. 

3. Attach a 16’ or longer coax 
cable feedline to the coax 
connector on the match 
box. 

4. Attach the other end of the 
coax to an antenna tuner. 

5. Attach the transceiver to 
the tuner with a coax 
jumper cable. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
Usage.  The end fed antenna wire works well in horizontal, sloper, and vertical configurations. 
Higher is better. A 30’ fiberglass kite pole is useful for portable use.  In Hawaii, several EARC 
members have remarked that this antenna performs well on the ocean shoreline, with a support 
pole positioned near the water. 
 
Length of the antenna wire.  A 30 foot insulated 18 gauge stranded wire antenna and 
connecting lug is included with the matchbox and should meet most requirements. The 30 foot 
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length is just a half foot longer than the well-known 29.5’ non-resonant wire length for random 
wire, multi-band use.  It is also reasonably close to a half-wave for the 20 meter band.  
Experience has shown that length should be between 24 and 60 feet for best performance and 
ease of tuning for multi-band usage.  Additional counterpoise is normally not required because 
the feedline coax shield provides the counterpoise function.   Antenna lengths longer than 60 
feet may have excessive impedance for some tuners to match.  Wires shorter than 24 feet may 
not radiate effectively.   
 
Tuning.  Matchbox tuning performance is determined by the length of the antenna wire, and the 
capability of the tuner. The length of the transmission coax can also influence tuning.  Because 
of the counterpoise function, it is important for the transmission coax to be long enough.  
 
Experience has shown that most external tuners and some internal tuners will tune 80–6 meters 
with an antenna length of 24’ to 30’.  If a longer antenna is desired, the provided antenna can be 
lengthened.   Some tuners, in particular internal tuners, may not tune the full 80-6 meter range.  
You may need to try different wire lengths to optimize your antenna configuration.  If you are 
having difficulty getting your rig to tune, start with a 26’ wire.  This should produce good results 
on at least 40-6 meters using the narrowest performance range of internal tuners. 
 
Best performance and ability to tune is achieved with a coax of 16’ or longer.  Length ensures 
that the coax is long enough for the shield to provide the counterpoise function.  Additional 
counterpoise is usually not required, but the lower wing nut provides a convenient counterpoise 
connector if needed.  
 
Monoband 
If the antenna is to be used only on a particular band, performance and SWR may be improved 
if the antenna wire length is a half wavelength.  A feedline coax length of a quarter wavelength 
or longer is also be advisable.  Antennas are a study in compromises.  A monoband setup may 
work poorly or unpredictably in multi-band operation. 
 
RFI 
If you encounter RFI issues with this antenna system, take note of the band or bands affected.  
Antenna length, coax length, or counterpoise adjustments may be necessary to reduce RFI for a 
particular band.  RFI with digital operations can sometimes be reduced or eliminated by using 
one or more toroidal or clamp-on mix 31 ferrite chokes on USB cables or audio/data lines 
between rig and computer.   
 
Because the feedline coax functions as a counterpoise, do not place a choke anywhere on the 
feedline that might be functioning as the counterpoise for the antenna.   
 
Keep amateur radio safe and fun! Observe established safety practices when working with 
antennas, and avoid proximity to power or utility wires, people and pets.  Permanent 
installations should be equipped with appropriate static and lightning protection.  
 


